BIGGEST TRACK SALE OF THE YEAR

SALE ENDS 2.15.18

Find a Hobby Shop Near You! Visit walthers.com or call 1-800-487-2467
Hobby New Year to our model railroading friends near and far away. You'll start 2018 on the right track with great deals, new products that will be the toast of your layout and much more, all in this issue.

Expand operations and save during our annual Track Sale. Check out the huge list of must-have supplies starting on page 18 in this issue.

The big power you need to model today's railroading in HO is coming in the next run of WalthersMainline® GEVO diesels, with new roads and with ESU Sound & DCC. Read more on page 4 – along with information on two new Diesel Detail Kits.

Check out the newest HO WalthersMainline models, including the brand-new P-S 60' General Purpose Flatcars, 59' Cylindrical Hoppers, 53' GSC Piggyback Flatcars and UPS® FGE 50' Insulated Boxcars starting on page 5 inside.

Stop the press - new Cornerstone kits coming to HO include the Modern Printing Plant, Organic Vapor Air Cleaner and Particulate Dust Cyclone, along with Intermodal Yard Pavement and 60' Concrete Grade Crossings. Check them out starting on page 8.

Take your HO railroad to another level of realism in minutes with the latest SceneMaster™ figures, vehicles, road paving and details. Listings begin on page 11.

Find our more about these new models at walthers.com, by calling us at 1-800-487-2467 or visit your participating hobby shop to reserve any new product in this issue.

Happy modeling!

ON THE COVER
Cities big and small were eager to get railroads built in the beginning, even agreeing to put the main line right down the center of Main Street if need be. What seemed a good idea quickly became a nightmare, as hordes of pedestrians, teamsters and trains passed inches apart. Change came quickly in the early 1900s, and with nowhere left to go but up, the overpass and elevated rights-of-way became a fixture of rails and roads all across the country. A must-have structure for HO cities, the new Cornerstone Urban Overpass Series brings you four detailed kits (shown here are the Urban Steel Overpass and Elevated Commuter Station, details on page 14) that can be mixed and matched to set the scene. And, check inside this issue for the engines, rolling stock, accessories and more from your favorite era.
Things are looking up!

Life was sure a lot different when dirt trails and rails ran side by side through here. Wasn’t long before the trains and traffic were getting just a little too close for comfort, and then the first horseless carriages chugged into town.... By that time there were so many buildings in the way that the only space left was actually above the existing tracks. Raising railroads and lowering streets might be a big job in the real world, but the new Cornerstone® Urban Overpass Series simplify construction on HO layouts old or new. Typical of structures in daily use for decades that are still found in cities of every size, check out these newest members of the Engineered Bridge Series at your participating dealer, along with locos, vehicles, rolling stock and more from your favorite era.

**HO Cornerstone Urban Overpass Series**
- 933-4560 Urban Concrete Overpass Kit $29.98
- 933-4561 Urban Steel Overpass Kit $29.98
- 933-4562 Urban Retaining Walls Kit $29.98
- 933-4563 Elevated Commuter Station Kit $39.98
NEW HO WalthersMainline®

General Electric GEVO
June 2018 delivery
ESU Sound & DCC $199.98 each
Standard DC $129.98 each

• Limited edition – one time run of these roadnumbers!
• Prototypes in mainline freight service from 2003 to present
• Easily handles 18” radius curves (22” or larger recommended)
• LED lighting includes:
  - Low headlight per prototype
  - Working front ditch lights
• Standard DC models include 9-pin plug for easy DCC conversion
• NEW Factory equipped with ESU Sound & DCC for DCC & DC layouts featuring:
  - 4 function outputs with brightness control by CV
  - Fully DCC compatible
  - 14, 28, 128 speed steps
  - Dual mode DC/DCC
  - 4 air horns changeable by CVs
  - 2 bells changeable by CVs
  - Full 8-notch prime mover sounds
  - Compressor
  - Dynamic brake
  - Multiple realistic lighting effects
• NEW - Add grab irons to your engine with GE ES44 Evolution Series Diesel Detail Kit (910-250)

• Same powerful drive as WalthersProto® locos featuring:
  - 5-pole skew-wound motor
  - 14:1 gear ratio
  - Helical-cut gears for quiet & easy multiple unit operation
  - All-wheel drive & electrical pickup
  - Dual machined brass flywheels
  - Heavy die-cast metal chassis
  - Constant & directional lights
  - RP-25 metal wheels
  - Proto MAX™ metal knuckle couplers

BNSF Railway
• ES44AC w/hi-ad truck, 2-vent dynamic brake
  910-20163 #6339 ESU Sound & DCC
  910-20164 #6438 ESU Sound & DCC
  910-10163 #6300 Standard DC
  910-10164 #6421 Standard DC

Canadian Pacific
• ES44AC w/hi-ad truck, 2-vent dynamic brake
  910-20165 #8865 ESU Sound & DCC
  910-20166 #8876 ESU Sound & DCC
  910-10165 #8858 Standard DC
  910-10166 #8873 Standard DC

Citirail
• ES44AC w/hi-ad truck, 4-vent dynamic brake
  910-20167 #1317 ESU Sound & DCC
  910-20168 #1435 ESU Sound & DCC
  910-10167 #1212 Standard DC
  910-10168 #1349 Standard DC

Iowa Interstate
• ES44AC w/steerable truck, 4-vent style dynamic brake
  910-20169 #504 ESU Sound & DCC
  910-20170 #512 ESU Sound & DCC
  910-10169 #503 Standard DC
  910-10170 #506 Standard DC

Kansas City Southern
• ES44AC w/hi-ad truck, 4-vent dynamic brake
  910-20171 #4774 ESU Sound & DCC
  910-20172 #4868 ESU Sound & DCC
  910-10171 #4765 Standard DC
  910-10172 #4803 Standard DC

Union Pacific†
• ES44AH w/hi-ad truck, 4-vent dynamic brake
  910-20173 #2531 ESU Sound & DCC
  910-20174 #2569 ESU Sound & DCC
  910-10173 #2520 Standard DC
  910-10174 #2557 Standard DC

†Union Pacific licensed product

NEW HO WalthersMainline® Diesel Detail Kits

• Make your WalthersMainline locos more realistic in minutes
• Complete set of grab irons for standard locations
• Factory formed stainless steel wire
• Set details one model - includes illustrated instructions

NEW HO WalthersMainline 60’ Pullman-Standard Flatcar
June 2018 delivery • $27.98 each

• Based on 4000+ cars built by Pullman-Standard in service from the mid-1960s to today!
• Backbone of the TTX 60’ flatcar fleet - similar cars used by many railroads
• Used to ship all types of general freight as well as auto/truck frames, canisters, farm equipment, construction machinery, military vehicles, containers, logs, lumber & building materials, 20 & 40’ containers and 45 & 48’ trailers

Santa Fe
• Trailer loading
  910-5301 #1 910-5302 #2

Canadian Pacific
• Trailer loading
  910-5303 #1 910-5304 #2

Trailer Train
• HTTX heavy-duty machinery & equipment loading
  910-5305 #1 910-5306 #2

Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop
NEW WalthersMainline® Diesel Detail Kits

- Make your WalthersMainline locos more realistic in minutes
- Complete set of grab irons for standard locations
- Factory formed stainless steel wire
- Set details one model - includes illustrated instructions

GE ES44 Evolution Series
April 2018 delivery • $19.98 each
- 4 front drop grab irons
- 8 small straight nose grab irons
- 4 long straight nose grab irons
- 2 rear pilot grab irons
- 2 long end handrail grab irons
- 2 drop grab irons for long hood behind cab
- 3 drop grab irons for rear inverter box
- 2 plastic injected cut levers

EMD SD70ACe
April 2018 delivery • $11.98 each
- 19 standard drop grab irons (16 for long & short hoods, 3 on inverter box)
- 2 long straight grab irons (long hood)
- 2 L-shaped grab irons for cab front

NEW HO WalthersMainline

- Superbly detailed decks match 4 different prototype configurations with:
  - Correct board pattern with realistic wood grain & bolt details
  - Brake wheel cutout as appropriate
  - General service (MTTX)
  - Heavy-duty loading (HTTX with 2 center & 2 outside tie-down channels
  - Rebuilt for 20 & 40' container loading with side-mount lever-style brake wheel (VTTX)

- Trailer version features hitch & rails
- Hidden weight for improved looks & performance
- 2 car numbers per roadname/scheme
- Detailed brake gear with piping
- 70-ton roller bearing trucks
- Correct 33" turned metal wheelsets
- Proto MAX™ metal knuckle couplers

NEW HO WalthersMainline 60’ Pullman-Standard Flatcar
June 2018 delivery • $27.98 each
- Based on 4000+ cars built by Pullman-Standard in service from the mid-1960s to today!
- Backbone of the TTX 60’ flatcar fleet - similar cars used by many railroads
- Used to ship all types of general freight as well as auto/ truck frames, canisters, farm equipment, construction machinery, military vehicles, containers, logs, lumber & building materials, 20 & 40’ containers and 45 & 48’ trailers

Santa Fe
- Trailer loading

910-5301 #1 910-5302 #2

Canadian Pacific
- Trailer loading

910-5303 #1 910-5304 #2

Wisconsin Central
- Trailer loading

910-5311 #1 910-5312 #2

Trailer Train
- HTTX heavy-duty machinery & equipment loading

910-5305 #1 910-5306 #2

Wisconsin Central
- Trailer loading

910-5311 #1 910-5312 #2

Trailer Train
- VTTX rebuilt for 20 & 40’ container loading

910-5307 #1 910-5308 #2

Trailer Train
- MTTX general service

910-5309 #1 910-5310 #2

Trailer Train
- HTTX heavy-duty machinery & equipment loading

910-5307 #1 910-5308 #2

910-5309 #1 910-5310 #2

 Undecorated 910-5300 MTTX style for general loading

Early unpainted preproduction samples shown, some details may vary.

Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop
NEW HO WalthersMainline®
53’ GSC Piggyback Flatcar
June 2018 delivery  •  $27.98 each
• Limited edition – one time run of these roadnumbers!
• Used for piggyback service from 1955 to 1980s
• Factory-installed original style trailer hitch, rub rails & bridge plates
• Detailed body & deck
• Hidden weight for great looks & performance
• Detail in minutes with SceneMaster™ 35’ (949-2400) and 40’ Trailmobile (949-2500 series) Trailer 2-Packs
• Correct 33” turned-metal wheelsets
• Proto MAX™ metal knuckle couplers

British Columbia
910-5141 #7012
910-5142 #7025

Ontario Northland
910-5143 #100402
910-5144 #100407

Western Maryland
910-5145 #2608
910-5146 #2685

TTX - Brown
910-5147 #475089
910-5148 #475138

TTX - Yellow
910-5149 #475156
910-5150 #475241

NEW HO WalthersMainline®
FGE 50’ Insulated Boxcar
June 2018 delivery  •  $27.98 each
• Limited edition – one time run of these roadnumbers!

United Parcel Service®
910-2039 #102018
910-2040 #102051

• Great addition to your collection of Walthers UPS® models
• Fully assembled, ready for operation or display
• Finished in brown with Bow Tie & Globe logos
• Correct 33” turned-metal wheels
• Proto MAX metal knuckle couplers

Expand UPS® service with these models!

HO Cornerstone® UPS Hub with Customer Center
933-4110 Kit $69.98

HO SceneMaster
UPS Package Car
January 2018 delivery
$14.98 each
949-14000 Bow tie shield logo
949-14001 Modern shield logo

Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop
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NEW HO WalthersMainline®
59’ Cylindrical Hopper
June 2018 delivery
$29.98 each
• Limited edition – one time run of these roadnumbers!
• Model of a National Steel Car
4550 cubic foot car
• 1000s used in North American grain & potash service from 1972 to present
• Trough or round loading hatches as appropriate
• See-through running boards
• Detailed brake gear, roof hatches & end ladders
• 100-ton ASF roller bearing trucks
• 4 different car numbers per roadname
• Correct 36” turned-metal wheelsets
• Proto MAX™ metal knuckle couplers

BNSF Railway • Trough hatches
910-7324 #421702
910-7326 #421824
910-7325 #421781
910-7327 #421849

Canadian National • Round hatches
910-7328 #377136
910-7330 #377449
910-7329 #377320
910-7331 #377675

CP Rail w/Multimark • Trough hatches
910-7332 #385262
910-7334 #385385
910-7333 #385320
910-7335 #385499

Canadian Wheat Board/CNWX • Trough hatches
910-7336 #395039
910-7338 #395555
910-7337 #395324
910-7339 #395802

Canadian Wheat Board/CPWX • Trough hatches
910-7340 #605303
910-7342 #606090
910-7341 #605665
910-7343 #606247

National of Mexico/NdeM • Trough hatches
910-7344 #118524
910-7346 #118639
910-7345 #118560
910-7347 #118701

Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo • Round hatches
910-7348 #1503
910-7350 #1532
910-7349 #1526
910-7351 #1547

Stay Ahead of the Curve
Get the latest news on Walthers products & delivery updates at walthers.com

Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop
NEW HO Cornerstone®
Modern Printing Plant Kit
February 2018 delivery
$79.98 each
- Tip-up style concrete construction fits layouts from 1980s to present
- Can be built in multiple configurations
- Includes alternate doors & windows
- Molded cut lines for easy customizing

NEW HO Cornerstone
Particulate Dust Cyclone Kit
February 2018 delivery
$19.98 each
- Detailed organic vapor air cleaner, roof-mounted air conditioners & particulate dust cyclone with piping all included
- Correct height truck & railcar loading docks with weather bellows/seals
- Molded in 6 colors & clear plastic

NEWW HO Cornerstone Superior Paper Mill
933-3902 Kit $79.98
- Part of the Cornerstone Modern Industrial Park series - read more at walthers.com/mip
- Great trackside industry that receives paper by rail to produce magazines, catalogs, newspapers & more

NEW HO Cornerstone Organic Vapor Air Cleaner Kit
February 2018 delivery
$29.98 each
- Must-have detail for updated or contemporary industries
- Prototypes heat exhaust gases to remove harmful vapors, odors & pollutants
- Used at refineries, ethanol plants, automobile plants, plastic molding operations, mines, paper mills, brick works, steel works & many other industries
- Highly detailed with access walkway, exhaust stack, heat exchangers, blower motor, inlet piping & more

NEW HO Cornerstone Particulate Dust Cyclone Kit
February 2018 delivery
$19.98 each
- Must-have detail for any industry handling dust-producing materials
- Free-standing, easy upgrade for factories old or new
- Includes top connector piping, detailed support structure & safety cage access ladder

Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop
**NEW HO Cornerstone® Organic Vapor Air Cleaner Kit**
February 2018 delivery
$29.98 each
- Must-have detail for updated or contemporary industries
- Prototypes heat exhaust gases to remove harmful vapors, odors & pollutants
- Used at refineries, ethanol plants, automobile plants, plastic molding operations, mines, paper mills, brick works, steel works & many other industries
- Highly detailed with access walkway, exhaust stack, heat exchangers, blower motor, inlet piping & more

933-4086 Organic Vapor Air Cleaner

---

**Expand paper traffic on your railroad!**

**HO Cornerstone Superior Paper Mill**
933-3902 Kit $79.98

**HO Cornerstone George Roberts Printing Company**
933-3046 Kit $47.98

**HO WalthersMainline® 50’ Evans Boxcars**
910-1921 Series $27.98 each

**HO WalthersMainline 50’ FGE Insulated Boxcars**
910-2013 Series $24.98 each

---

**Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop**
**NEW HO Cornerstone®**

**Intermodal Yard Pavement Kit**
February 2018 delivery

$34.98 each

- Quick & easy detail for new or existing modern intermodal terminals
- Includes trackside lanes & 60' wide grade crossing sections for truck & crane access roads
- Molded cut lines for easy customizing - fit & install like sectional track
- Parts molded in concrete gray with realistic surface texture
- Easily expanded by combining kits
- Complete your terminal with ready-to-use SceneMaster™ containers & Cornerstone MI-JACK (933-3122) & Kalmar (933-3109) Intermodal Crane kits

933-4120 Intermodal Yard Pavement Crane, figures and railroad equipment shown sold separately.

**NEW HO Cornerstone®**

**Concrete Grade Crossing Kit**
February 2018 delivery

$9.98 each

- Essential detail for modern highways & city streets
- Matches prefab concrete style used since the 1990s
- Scale 60' wide for 4-lane highways or oversize equipment

**NEW HO SceneMaster™ Figure Sets**

March 2018 delivery

- Instant detail for today’s industrial areas & rail yards
- Molded in realistic poses
- Hand-painted in authentic colors
- Ready to add to new or existing scenes

**Warehouse Workers & Accessories**
- 5 figures with accessories

949-6064 $14.98

---

**A Note on Availability**

At Walthers, we strive to provide you with the widest variety of product possible. In order to achieve this goal, we maintain significant inventory on site. Despite our best efforts to have every item you could possibly need in house at all times, it is not realistically possible to do so. For your convenience, we do our best to promote items that are in stock and to clearly label other items—those that are new and available for Advance Reservations or items that are low in stock and have Limited Quantities Available when the Flyer goes to press. At times, we experience a quick sell out on a particular item or unexpected demand for an item that we believed to have sufficient stock in house. In many cases, items can be back ordered for future delivery. In other cases, we are unable to secure more of a particular item. For the most up to date availability information, we encourage you to check walthers.com, email us at custserv@walthers.com or call our Customer Service Team at 1-800-4-TRAINS.

Please know that we appreciate your support of both Walthers and your Local Hobby Shop. We are committed to making this Flyer a valuable part of your model railroading.

Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop

Get the latest news on Walthers products & delivery updates at walthers.com
**NEW HO Cornerstone®**

Concrete Grade Crossing Kit  
February 2018 delivery  
$9.98 each  
- Essential detail for modern highways & city streets  
- Matches prefab concrete style used since the 1990s  
- Scale 50' wide for 4-lane highways or oversize equipment

- Easily customized for 2-lane roads with molded cut lines  
- Authentic details include crane lift bars, tapered ends & nonskid surface  
- Includes matching approaches & between-track sections  
- Use with Code 70, 83 & 100 rail

- Add Modern Cantilever Grade Crossing Signals (949-4330 for 2-lane or 949-4332 for single lane) & Grade Crossing Signal Controller (933-4359) for a contemporary crossing scene  
933-4121 Concrete Grade Crossing

**NEW HO SceneMaster™**

Figure Sets  
March 2018 delivery  
- Instant detail for today’s industrial areas & rail yards  
- Molded in realistic poses  
- Hand-painted in authentic colors  
- Ready to add to new or existing scenes

- Railroad Yard Crew  
  • 6 modern figures in high-visibility vests  
  949-6065 $12.98

- Railroad Track Workers Set 1  
  • 6 modern figures w/high-visibility vests & tools  
  949-6066 $12.98

- Railroad Track Workers Set 2  
  • 6 modern figures w/high-visibility vests, hardhats & tools  
  949-6067 $12.98

- Warehouse Workers & Accessories  
  • 5 figures with accessories  
  949-6064 $14.98

**A Note on Availability**

At Walthers, we strive to provide you with the widest variety of product possible. In order to achieve this goal, we maintain significant inventory on site. Despite our best efforts to have every item you could possibly need in house at all times, it is not realistically possible to do so. For your convenience, we do our best to promote items that are in stock and to clearly label other items—those that are new and available for Advance Reservations or items that are low in stock and have Limited Quantities Available when the Flyer goes to press. At times, we experience a quick sell out on a particular item or unexpected demand for an item that we believed to have sufficient stock in house. In many cases, items can be back ordered for future delivery. In other cases, we are unable to secure more of a particular item. For the most up to date availability information, we encourage you to check walthers.com, email us at custserv@walthers.com or call our Customer Service Team at 1-800-4-TRAINS.

Please know that we appreciate your support of both Walthers and your Local Hobby Shop. We are committed to making this Flyer a valuable part of your model railroading.
Utility Company Equipment
• NEW - Full-color decals for Cornerstone® power companies including: Metro Power & Light, Tri-State Power Authority, Northern Light & Power, MidStates Power, Western Power, Tri-State Utility Co. and Southwest Energy
• Factory finished in white, typical of today’s work truck fleets
• Fully assembled, anicely detailed

Tractor Decal

Booster Decal

Multistate Power

Metro/CSX

Decals included with Utility Company Equipment models.

4300 Two-Axle Crew Cab Dump Truck
949-11636 $11.98

4300 Single-Axle Dump Truck
949-11637 $11.98

4300 Utility Truck w/Drill
949-11734 $17.98

7600 Utility Truck w/Bucket Lift
949-11754 $17.98

6000 2-Axle Crew Cab Utility Truck
949-11850 $11.98

4900 Open Stake Bed Utility Truck
949-11895 $11.98

Maintenance-of-Way Trucks
• NEW - 3 new SceneMaster models
• Includes decals for BNSF, CN, ATSF, BN, CP Rail, CNW, NS, Chessie, DRGW, MILW, KC, CR, CSX, SOU, SP & UP†
• Typical of heavy-duty trucks used by railroads large & small
• Factory finished in white as seen on today’s maintenance-of-way fleets
• Fully-assembled, nicely detailed

7600 2-Axle Crew Cab w/Solid Stake Bed
949-11880 $11.98

New SceneMaster Styles
• Perfect for any modern-era layout
• Fully assembled, nicely detailed

7600 2-Axle Crew Cab Brush Fire Truck
949-11920 $14.98

4300 Two-Axle Tree Trimmer
949-11743 $14.98

7600 3-Axle Flatbed
949-11650 $11.98

7600 3-Axle Flatbed
949-11651 $11.98

7600 3-Axle Heavy-Duty Dump Truck
949-11660 $11.98

7600 3-Axle Heavy-Duty Dump Truck
949-11661 $11.98

†Union Pacific licensed product

Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop
NEW HO SceneMaster™ Adhesive Paved Roadway
March 2018 delivery

• Quick & easy way to model American roads in minutes
• Realistic surface color with correct striping for US roads in various eras
• Ready to use, self adhesive and flexible - easy to add to new or existing scenery
• Mix & match with curved sections

Vintage Highway
• White dashed centerline, white edge stripes
  949-1250 $13.98

Modern Highway
• Yellow dashed centerline, white edge stripe
  949-1251 $13.98

Vintage & Modern No Passing Zone
• Double yellow centerline, white edge stripe
  949-1252 $13.98

NEW HO SceneMaster Scenic Details
March 2018 delivery

American Flags & Mailboxes
• Must-have detail outside contemporary homes, offices, businesses, schools & other public buildings
• Preprinted 50-star US flags - fits scenes from 1959 to present
• Includes 10 small flags on poles & 1 large flag with pole
• Parts for 8 mailboxes; 4 each open or closed with posts

American Flags & Mailboxes
949-4166 $11.98

Garage Detail Set
• Realistic details for backyard garage, auto dealer or gas station
• Super value with 45 pieces including:
  - Auto muffler
  - 4 bumpers
  - 2 pairs of windshield wipers
  - 2 door mirrors
  - 2 5-gallon gas cans
  - 2 large & 2 small toolboxes
  - 2 steel ramps
  - Tool caddy w/lug wrench, open-end wrench & jack
  - Engine crane
  - Small portable air compressor
  - 2 oil cans
  - Portable generator
  - 2 steering wheels
  - 2 bucket seats
  - Tire changing machine

Garage Detail Set
949-4167 $21.98

Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop
NEW FROM WALTHERS

Cornerstone® Urban Road & Rail Overpasses
• Part of the Cornerstone Engineered Bridge System - see the growing line at walthers.com/bridgesystem
• Easy way to combine roads & rails in any scene
• Based on common bridge & retaining wall designs in use from 1900s to present
• Realistic addition to commercial, industrial & suburban areas
• Easily used with Cornerstone Asphalt, Concrete & Brick Street System kits (each sold separately)
• Detailed plastic parts molded in concrete & dark gray

NEW ARRIVAL
NEW HO Urban Concrete Overpass Kit
$29.98 each
• Typical of concrete overpasses built for residential & suburban areas from WWI on
• Builds double-track railroad ballasted deck-bridge with 2-lane roadway below
• Scale 14’ (4.2m) clearance between roadway & bridge deck
• Ornate concrete panels & walkway railings
• Arched column supports
• Separate wing walls can be installed to fit straight or angled installations

NEW ARRIVAL
NEW HO Urban Steel Overpass Kit
$29.98 each
• Typical of steel overpasses built in industrial & commercial areas from 1920s on
• Builds double-track railroad ballasted deck-bridge with 2-lane roadway below
• Scale 14’ (4.2m) clearance between roadway & bridge deck
• Highly detailed girders, beams & columns with scale rivets molded in medium gray
• Separate wing walls can be installed to fit straight or angled installations

ADVANCE RESERVATION
NEW HO Urban Retaining Walls Kit
February 2018 delivery • $29.98 each
• Simplifies modeling elevated tracks in new or existing scenery
• Easy to use with Urban Overpass kits & Elevated Commuter Station - adaptable to other bridge kits
• Simulates poured concrete walls built from the 1920s on
• Great value with 60 parts molded in concrete gray including:
  - 8 tall, 4-panel retaining walls each 8 x 2-1/2” 20.3 x 6.3cm
  - 8 short 4-panel retaining walls each 8 x 1” 20.3 x 2.5cm
  - 8 tall connectors & 8 short connectors
  - 8 customizable end plates (use with Overpasses or Elevated Station)
  - 8 railings - 8 short wall supports
  - 4 short wall corner connectors
• Easily expanded by combining kits & customized with molded cut lines

933-4560 Urban Concrete Overpass
933-4561 Urban Steel Overpass
933-4562 Urban Retaining Walls
933-4563 Elevated Commuter Station

ADVANCE RESERVATION
NEW HO Elevated Commuter Station Kit
February 2018 delivery • $39.98 each
• Perfect station-stop for mass transit or commuter trains
• Fits big city scenes in all popular eras
• Includes 4 tall, 4-panel retaining walls - matches parts in Urban Retaining Walls (933-4562)
• Parts for 4 complete platforms - build as 2 short double- or one long single-track station
• Detailed stairways, supports, platform canopies, railings & between tracks fencing
• Build longer by combining kits
• Molded in medium gray & concrete colored plastic as appropriate

933-4562 Urban Retaining Walls
933-4563 Elevated Commuter Station

Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop
NEW FROM WALTHERS

933-4563 Elevated Commuter Station
- Molded in medium gray & concrete colored
- Build longer by combining kits
- Detailed stairways, supports, platform canopies, parts for 4 complete platforms - build as
- Includes 4 tall, 4-panel retaining walls - matches
- Fits big city scenes in all popular eras

NEW HO Elevated Commuter Station Kit

ADVANCE RESERVATION

933-4562 Urban Retaining Walls
- Easily expanded by combining kits &
- Great value with 60 parts molded in
- Simulates poured concrete walls built from the
- Easy to use with Urban Overpass kits & Elevated
- Simplifies modeling elevated tracks in new or
- February 2018 delivery • $29.98 each

NEW Urban Retaining Walls Kit

ADVANCE RESERVATION

Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop
NEW FROM WALThERS

**ADVANCE RESERVATION**

**WALTHERSProto**

**NEW HO**

**WalthersProto**

**EMD E8**

September 2018 delivery

**A-A Set**

ESU Sound & DCC

$599.98 each

Standard DC

$399.98 each

**Matching A Unit**

ESU Sound & DCC

$329.98 each

• Classic streamliner power for the 1950s & beyond

• NEW - Available with ESU LokSound Select sound for DCC & DC layouts

• Limited edition – one-time run of these configurations

• 5 pole, skew-wound, high-torque, high-efficiency can motor

• Helical gears with 12:1 ratio for smooth, quiet running

• Easy multiple-unit operation

• Superb paint & lettering

• LED constant brightness headlights

• Heavy die-cast metal underframe

• Proto MAX™ metal knuckle couplers

**IC**

Based on units in service from 1950s to late 1960s

• Proto MAX™ metal knuckle couplers

**NYC**

Based on units in service during 1960s

Roger Puta Image courtesy of Marty Bernard

**ADVANCE RESERVATION**

**WALTHERSProto**

**NEW**

**WalthersProto**

**GP35 Phase II**

January 2018 delivery

SoundTraxx® Tsunami® Sound & DCC

$299.98 each (unless noted)

Standard DC $199.98 each (unless noted)

• Limited edition – one-time run of these engine numbers!

• Based on Phase II units in service 1965 to present

• Road-specific details

• Available with SoundTraxx Tsunami sound for DCC & DC layouts

• 5-pole, skew-wound, high-torque, high-efficiency can motor

• Helical gears with 14:1 ratio for smooth, ultra-quiet running

• Easy multiple-unit operation

• Proto MAX™ metal knuckle couplers

**ATSF**

920-42163 #2896 Tsunami Sound & DCC

920-42164 #2907 Tsunami Sound & DCC

920-49163 #2904 Standard DC

920-49164 #2911 Standard DC

**CR**

920-42167 #3677 Tsunami Sound & DCC

920-42168 #3686 Tsunami Sound & DCC

920-49167 #3682 Standard DC

920-49168 #3690 Standard DC

**Gemini**

920-42169 #637 Tsunami Sound & DCC

920-49170 #640 Tsunami Sound & DCC

920-49171 #651 Standard DC

920-49172 #654 Standard DC

**RI**

920-42171 #328 Tsunami Sound & DCC

920-42172 #332 Tsunami Sound & DCC

920-49171 #322 Standard DC

920-49172 #326 Standard DC

**SP** (GRIP Rebuild)

920-42173 #6308 Tsunami Sound & DCC

920-42174 #6342 Tsunami Sound & DCC

920-49173 #6341 Standard DC

920-49174 #6359 Standard DC

**NEW ARRIVAL**

**WALTHERS®**

**NEW HO**

**Life-Like Track Brite Cleaner**

$6.98 each

• Must-have accessory for any modeler’s toolbox

• Makes quick work of cleaning rails, wheels & more in minutes

• Improves electrical contact for better engine performance

• Use with all popular modeling scales

433-1416

Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop
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ADVANCE RESERVATION
WalthersProto
NEW HO
WalthersProto® EMD F7
January 2018 delivery
A-B Set
SoundTraxx® Tsunami® Sound & DCC $594.98 each
Matching A Unit
SoundTraxx Tsunami Sound & DCC $279.98 each
Matching B Unit
SoundTraxx Tsunami Sound & DCC $279.98 each
• Limited edition – one-time run of these engine numbers
• Road-specific details
• Authentic “bulldog” nose
• Available with SoundTraxx® Tsunami® Sound for DCC & DC layouts
• 5-pole, skew-wound, high-torque, high-efficiency can motor
• Helical gears with 14:1 ratio for smooth, ultra-quiet running
• Easy multiple-unit operation
• Proto MAX™ metal knuckle couplers

NEW ARRIVAL
CORNERSTONE
NEW HO Cornerstone®
Two-Car Garage Kit $19.98 each
• Easy upgrade for older or newer homes from 1950s to present
• Detailed interior wall framing

ADVANCE RESERVATION
WalthersMainline
NEW HO
WalthersMainline®
RD-4 Hopper 3-pack
December 2017 delivery
$79.98 each
• Limited edition – one time run of these roadnumbers!
• Expand unit coal trains in minutes
• Prototypes also used for scrap & other bulk loading
• Heavy die-cast metal underframe for improved performance
• Separately applied door mechanism, brake details & interior bracing
• 33” turned metal wheelsets
• Proto MAX metal knuckle couplers

ADVANCE RESERVATION
WalthersMainline
NEW HO
WalthersMainline®
72' Centerbeam
Flatcar w/Opera Windows
March 2018 delivery
$29.98 each
• Limited edition – one time run of these roadnumbers!
• Prototypes in wrapped lumber service from 1980s to present
• Authentic “opera window” centerbeam
• Heavy die-cast metal underframe for excellent tracking
• Correct 36” turned metal wheelsets
• Proto MAX metal knuckle couplers
• Add more realism in minutes with SceneMaster™ Wrapped Lumber Loads, sold separately

British Columbia Railway/BCOL
910-4810 #873787
CenturyLink
910-4810 #873787

CN/CNA
910-4811 #623032
910-4812 #623095

Northwestern
910-4813 #730324

Oklahoma Railroad
910-4814 #730349

NS
910-56863 #39053
910-56864 #390509
910-56864 #390509
910-56864 #390509
910-56864 #390509

Trinity Industries
910-56865 #420350
420404, 420513
910-56866 #420399
420444, 420568

Buy now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop

Get the latest news on Walthers products & delivery updates at walthers.com
Visit us online at walthers.com/learn-more to find additional information about track types and to see some assorted track plans.
Find these great deals online at walthers.com/track-sale
Find these great deals online at walthers.com/track-sale

Shop now at walthers.com, call 1-800-487-2467 or visit your local hobby shop